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Abstract 24 

Background: 25 

With population aging, cognitive function among the elderly has been growing public health 26 

concern in China. This study aimed to investigate the trend of income-related inequality in 27 

cognitive function, and to track the health-related income mobility among the Chinese 28 

elderly.   29 

Methods:  30 

The data were drawn from the Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey (CLHLS) in 31 

2005, 2008, 2011, 2014 and 2018, with a sample of 10203 Chinese aged 65 and older. The 32 

cognitive function was evaluated by the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). The cross-33 

sectional and longitudinal concentration indices were used to measure the magnitudes of 34 

inequalities at different length of time. The mobility index was used to capture the 35 

discrepancy between the short-term and long-term measures. The contribution of 36 

determinants to mobility was estimated by decomposition analysis.  37 

Results: 38 

The results showed that, the cognitive function among the Chinese elderly scored 21.13 at the 39 

baseline. Men, activities, daily living ability, education, marriage status, income, community 40 

service, vision and hearing condition were positively associated with cognitive function, 41 

whereas age, negative well-being and drinking were negatively associated with cognitive 42 

function. The cross-sectional concentration index was positive and significant only at the 43 

baseline. In the long run, however, the concentration indices were all positive and became 44 

larger over time. After five waves, the mobility reached -4.84. The largest negative 45 
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contributor to the mobility index was daily living ability, followed by relaxing activity, 46 

domestic activity and hearing condition. The two largest positive contributors were negative 47 

well-being and income.  48 

Conclusion: 49 

Our study found that, as a whole, the cognitive function was not performed well among the 50 

Chinese elderly. In the long term, the weighted cross-sectional concentration indices 51 

underestimated the inequality in cognitive function and good cognitive performance was 52 

concentrated more among the rich. When formulating intervention measures, the Chinese 53 

government could give priority to vulnerable groups, especially the elderly who are poor or 54 

downwardly income mobile. 55 

Keywords: Cognitive function, Income-related inequality, The elderly, Health-related income 56 

mobility 57 

 58 

 59 

Introduction 60 

Generally speaking, cognitive function is associated with aging and cognitive impairment 61 

occurs more frequently in the elderly [1, 2]. With population aging, there will be a large 62 

proportion of people at risk of cognitive impairment in China. The elderly with mild 63 

cognitive impairment (MCI) perform poorly in at least one cognitive domain, such as 64 

memory, attention, executive function, visuospatial skills and language [3]. While those with 65 

severe cognitive impairment may develop dementia, one of the most common types of which 66 

is Alzheimer's disease (AD). A large-sample survey (46011 participants) between 2015-2018 67 

showed that, the overall prevalence of MCI was 15·5% and of dementia was 6·0% in Chinese 68 
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adults aged 60 years or older, with 38·77 million MCI patients and 15·07 million dementia 69 

patients respectively [4]. Cognitive function among the elderly has been a public health 70 

concern in China. 71 

There is no denying that cognitive impairment has many adverse effects. On the one hand, 72 

cognitive impairment is not conducive to physical and mental health both for patients and 73 

caregivers. On the other hand, cognitive impairment will aggravate the financial burden to 74 

family and society. Take AD for example. In 2015, the average cost per AD patient per year 75 

in China was US $19144.36, and the total socioeconomic costs of Chinese AD patients 76 

reached US $167.74 billion [5]. Accordingly, we should pay more attention to cognitive 77 

function in the elderly.  78 

It is estimated that 66% of people with dementia will come from low- and middle-income 79 

countries in 2030, the proportion rising to 71% by 2050[6]. This makes us think about what is 80 

the distribution of cognitive function among different income groups. China has experienced 81 

dramatic economic growth in recent years, however, there has been still wider disparity in 82 

health between the rich and the poor. The health inequality in cognitive function will increase 83 

the difficulty of preventing and alleviating cognitive impairment. The elderly with low 84 

incomes are more likely to be exposed to a multitude of risk factors. Moreover, if bad 85 

cognitive function is more concentrated on the poor, there is greater inequality disadvantaged 86 

the poor in physical condition and socioeconomic status, aggravating the phenomenon of 87 

poverty caused by illness and returning to poverty due to illness. Therefore, it is of great 88 

significance to study the distribution of cognitive function between the rich and the poor so 89 

that more targeted interventions can be proposed. 90 
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Growing evidence suggests that cognitive function was unequally distributed across income 91 

groups [7-10]. People with higher income tend to have better cognitive performance, and vice 92 

versa. Nevertheless, the researches measuring the extent of income-related inequality in 93 

cognitive function are extremely limited. Using the cross-sectional data, a study of children in 94 

Indonesia further decomposed the pro-rich inequality in cognitive function and found that the 95 

largest contributor was inequality in per capita expenditure in both 2000 and 2007 [11]. 96 

However, evidences from this design may be less accuracy and robustness than longitudinal 97 

design. Attention must be paid to the change in income-related inequality as the period of 98 

measurement lengthens, which can be quantified by health-related income mobility [12]. So 99 

far, there is still a blank in the research on measuring the magnitude of income-related 100 

inequality and investigating its mobility, with regard to the cognitive function of elderly. 101 

Accordingly, our study aimed to explore three questions. Firstly, to track the distribution of 102 

cognitive function scores in Chinese elderly over 14 years and identify its determinants. 103 

Secondly, to investigate income-related inequality in cognitive function, and quantify its 104 

change with the longitudinal perspective. Furthermore, to decompose mobility of income-105 

related inequality in cognitive function into the contributions of determinants to the gap 106 

between the short-term and long-term measures. This study will extend current insights in the 107 

income-related inequality in cognitive function and its change over years. In addition, this 108 

study may provide a reference for the government to draw public health policies to eliminate 109 

or alleviate income-related inequality.  110 

Methods 111 

Data 112 
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Data were drawn from the Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey (CLHLS), a 113 

dynamic cohort study designed to investigate the social, behavioral, environmental and 114 

biological factors affecting the health of human aging. The baseline survey was conducted in 115 

1998, with seven follow-up surveys at approximate three-year intervals. CLHLS adopted a 116 

multi-stage random sampling method, covering 23 provinces in China. This study used five 117 

waves in 2005, 2008, 2011, 2014 and 2018. The 15638 participants who engaged in 2005 118 

were initially selected. This study excluded those who aged below 65 years old or without 119 

critical information, as well as those who dropped out or lost to follow up due to non-death. 120 

Considering that there might be misleading results if the deaths were ignored, this study 121 

incorporated deaths into longitudinal analysis, by assigning a zero value of health to deaths. 122 

Finally, a sample of 10203 individuals aged 65 and older was enrolled into analysis. 123 

Measures 124 

The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) developed by Folstein et al [13] is widely used 125 

to evaluate global cognitive function. In this study, cognitive function was assessed by a 126 

modified Chinese version of MMSE, which was adapted to the cultural and socioeconomic 127 

conditions of the Chinese elderly. The Chinese MMSE is comprised of 24 items involving 128 

five dimensions, that is, orientation, registration, attention and calculation, recall, and 129 

language. The question " naming foods " was scored 0-7, with higher scores indicating more 130 

kinds of food named. Each of the remaining questions was scored 1 point for correct and 0 131 

for otherwise. The MMSE score ranged from 0 to 30, with higher scores indicating better 132 

cognitive performance. The reliability of the Chinese MMSE has been demonstrated in 133 

previous study (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.94) [14]. 134 
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Based on existing literatures, potential variables that may related to cognitive function were 135 

considered in this study, including socioeconomic characteristics, lifestyles, health status and 136 

community service[4, 15-19]. Socioeconomic characteristics were comprised of age, gender, 137 

place of residence (urban, rural), marriage status (having spouse, without spouse), education 138 

level and income. Education attainment level was measured by years of schooling. Income 139 

was measured by per capita household income that was constructed from the total annual 140 

household income divided by household size. According to income, the sample was equally 141 

grouped into 5 categories (poorest, poorer, middle, richer, and richest). Lifestyle factors 142 

included smoking (current smoker, ex-smoker, and non-smoker), drinking (current drinker, 143 

ex-drinker, and non-drinker) and activities. The selected 10 questions were assigned to five 144 

categories of activity, namely domestic, physical, intellectual, relaxing and social 145 

activities[20], with each category containing two questions. A score was given to each 146 

question based on the frequency: 1 for at least once a week, 0 for less than once a week. The 147 

scores of different activities all ranged from 0 to 2. Health status included vision condition 148 

(vision impairment, normal), hearing condition (hearing impairment, normal), activities of 149 

daily living (ADL) disability, and negative well-being. ADL, as an indicator of functional 150 

disability, was derived from the Katz Activities of Daily Living (ADL) Scale. Each item was 151 

assigned a value of 1 if respondents were completely dependent, 2 if partially independent, 3 152 

if completely independent. The total score ranged from 6 to 18, with a higher score indicating 153 

better daily living ability. Based on three questions preselected in CLHLS, an index was 154 

constructed to measure negative well-being, as did previous studies [21-23]. The score of the 155 

index ranged from 3 to 15. The higher value of negative well-being indicated worse well-156 
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being. Measurements of activities, ADL and negative well-being are fully detailed in Table 1. 157 

Community service was defined as “yes” if an individual's community provided any social 158 

service, such as personal daily care services, home visits, psychological consulting, daily 159 

shopping, social and recreation activities, legal aid, health education and so on.  160 

Statistical analyses 161 

Characteristics of participants were presented as numbers and percentages for the categorical 162 

variables, and as means and standard deviations (SD) for the continuous variables. Multilevel 163 

model for repeated measurement data was performed to explore the determinants of cognitive 164 

function, where the specific measurement at a particular time is referred as Level-1 data and 165 

nested within a particular research participant which constitutes Level-2 data. 166 

The cross-sectional concentration index 𝐶𝐼𝑡, firstly introduced by Kakwani [24] and 167 

Wagstaff et al.[25], was used to measure income-related inequality in cognitive function in 168 

short run. It ranges from -1 to 1, with the higher absolute value indicating the more pro-poor 169 

or pro-rich distribution inequality. However, there is a limitation that the association between 170 

health and income that individuals may experience over time cannot be revealed by cross-171 

sectional concentration index. Therefore, a longitudinal concentration index 𝐶𝐼𝑇 was 172 

adopted and it could be written down as the sum of two terms, as did previous study [26]: 173 

𝐶𝐼𝑇 = 2�̄̄�𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑣( 𝑦𝑖𝑇 , 𝑅𝑖𝑇) = ∑ �̄�𝑡𝑇�̄̄�𝑇𝑡 𝐶𝐼𝑡 − 2𝑁𝑇�̄̄�𝑇 × ∑ ∑(𝑦𝑖𝑡 − �̄�𝑡)(𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑖𝑇)𝑡𝑖  174 

Where 𝑦𝑖𝑡  and 𝑦𝑖𝑇 are the health status of individual i at time t and average health of 175 

individual i after T periods, respectively. �̄�𝑡 and �̄̄�𝑇 are the average health status at time t 176 

and in T periods, respectively. 𝑅𝑖𝑡 and 𝑅𝑖𝑇  are the relative rank of individual i in the 177 

distribution of N incomes at time t and of average incomes after T periods, respectively. Term 178 
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1 is the weighted sum of cross-sectional concentration indices for each period. Term 2 is the 179 

difference between income ranks of a specific period and ranks for mean income over all 180 

periods and their association with health. 181 

It is worth noting that whether there is the difference between the results obtained from long-182 

term perspective and that from short-term perspective. Following Shorrocks’s concept of 183 

income mobility, Jones et al. developed a measurement tool, health-related income mobility 184 𝑀𝑇, for the gap between cross-sectional and longitudinal income-related health inequalities, 185 

and they broke it down into its explanatory attributes based on econometric model[26], which 186 

can be written as following: 187 

𝑀𝑇 = 2𝑁 ∑ �̄�𝑡𝐶𝐼𝑡𝑡 × ∑ ∑(𝑦𝑖𝑡 − �̄�𝑡)(𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑖𝑇)𝑡𝑖 = ∑ �̂�𝑘𝑘
𝑘=1

∑ �̄�𝑘𝑡𝐶𝐼𝑡𝑥𝑘𝑡∑ �̄�𝑡𝐶𝐼𝑡𝑡 𝑀𝑇𝑥𝑘 + 𝜀 188 

Where �̂�𝑘is the estimated coefficient for kth independent variable. 𝐶𝐼𝑡𝑥𝑘 and 𝑀𝑇𝑥𝑘 are the 189 

kth independent variable’s concentration index at time t and mobility index after T period, 190 

respectively. The positive (negative) value of 𝑀𝑇 indicates that the weighted sum of the 191 

cross-sectional concentration indices overestimates (underestimates) the degree of long-term 192 

inequality. This study followed the methods proposed by Jones et al. to capture the health-193 

related income mobility and perform decomposition analysis based on multilevel model[26]. 194 

All statistical analyses were performed by the STATA 16.0, with a significant level of 0.05. 195 

Results 196 

Table 2 shows characteristics of the study population at the baseline. The study sample at 197 

baseline consisted of 10203 participants with the mean (standard deviation, SD) age of 87.23 198 

(11.55) years old, including 4350 (42.63%) men and 5853 (57.37%) women. About 64% 199 

never smoked or drank. Among the five types of activities, the most frequent one was 200 
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physical activity, while the most infrequent one was social activity, with mean scores of 0.77 201 

(0.79) and 0.09 (0.32), respectively. The mean ADL score was 16.84 (2.55) and mean 202 

negative well-being score was 6.9 (2.23).  203 

The mean scores of cognitive function by years are presented in the Figure 1. The total 204 

sample scored 21.13 at the baseline, with the richest having the highest score of 22.10 while 205 

the poorest having the lowest score of 19.59. Over time, the mean scores of cognitive 206 

functions had a downward trend, sharply dropping to 3.07 in 2018. 207 

Table 3 presents the association between cognitive function and its determinates. The multi-208 

level random intercept model revealed that gender, activities, ADL score, education, marriage 209 

status, income, community service, vision and hearing condition were positively related to 210 

cognitive function. Conversely, age, negative well-being and drinking had negative effect on 211 

cognitive function.  212 

The concentration and mobility indices are shown in the Table 4. The CIt column reports the 213 

cross-sectional concentration indices of cognitive function. The index was positive in 2005 214 

and negative in 2011, statistically significant only in these two years. The CIT column reports 215 

longitudinal concentration indices of cognitive function using one, two, etc. periods. In the 216 

long run, the concentration indices were all significantly positive and increased from 0.0248 217 

to 0.0369, illustrating that good cognitive function was concentrated on the rich. Term 1 218 

reports the weight average of the cross-sectional concentration indices up to the 219 

corresponding wave. The discrepancy between the short-term and long-term measures is 220 

vividly presented in Figure 2. Long-term concentration indices were larger than short-term 221 

concentration indices, with the former having an upward trend while the latter on the 222 
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contrary. Term 2 reports the difference between the short-term and long-term measures. The 223 

estimates in term 2 column were all negative and absolute values increased as the time 224 

window over, which contributed to the increase in the longitudinal concentration indices. The 225 

health-related income mobility indices reported in the MT column were all negative and 226 

reached -4.8408 after fourteen years, indicating that the weighted cross-sectional 227 

concentration indices underestimated the degree of longitudinal inequality by 484.08% in the 228 

long run.  229 

Table 5 shows the contributions of determinants to mobility index by decomposition analysis. 230 

The first column reports longitudinal concentration indices of characteristics after five 231 

periods. Except age, ex-drinkers and marriage, the unequal distributions in other 232 

characteristics between income groups were all statistically significant. The second column 233 

reports the characteristics-related income mobility indices. The positive indices of age, 234 

negative well-being, current smokers, domestic activity, ADL, income revealed that weighted 235 

average of cross-sectional indices overestimated the degree of income-related inequality with 236 

long-term perspective. Whereas the mobility indices of the other characteristics were all 237 

negative, which implied the weighted average underestimated the long-term inequality. It is 238 

worth noting that the mobility index of 1.52 for ADL was larger than one. This revealed that 239 

better ADL was actually pro-rich unequally distributed in long term, while it showed a pro-240 

poor distribution suggested by cross-sectional measures. The third and fourth column show 241 

the contributions of determinants on the concentration indices of cognitive function and the 242 

percentages of contributions. Obviously, ADL made the largest contribution to the mobility 243 

index of -3.5446, accounting for 73.22% of the cognitive function mobility index. It played a 244 
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major role in making good cognitive function more concentrated on the rich. Relaxing 245 

activity, domestic activity and hearing condition also made large negative contributions of -246 

0.3243, -0.2830 and -0.1878. The two biggest positive contributors that detracted from the 247 

mobility index were negative well-being and income, which contributed the pro-rich 248 

inequality decreased of 17.05% and 2.29%, respectively.  249 

Discussion 250 

With a large sample of CLHLS collected from 2005 to 2018, this study extends prior 251 

researches by measuring income-related inequality in cognitive function, capturing and 252 

decomposing its mobility among Chinese elderly. Using MMSE as an assessment instrument, 253 

our study showed that, the mean cognitive function score of the whole sample was 21.13 at 254 

the baseline, and sharply dropped over time, which identified the phenomenon that the 255 

cognitive function as a whole was not performed well among the Chinese elderly. The mean 256 

score of cognitive function in our study is broadly comparable to Yang’s study [27], while far 257 

lower than that in Aartsen’s and Zhang’s study (27.5 and 27.05, respectively) [1, 9]. 258 

However, the higher scores of the latter studies might attribute to the potential bias that arose 259 

from attrition such as death and resulted in a selection of survivor respondents who had 260 

relatively better cognitive performance. By incorporating the dead into long-term analysis, 261 

our study provides a more complete picture in terms of global cognitive function. We also 262 

found that the richest had the highest mean score, whereas the poorest had the lowest score at 263 

the baseline. It reflected that cognitive function was distributed unequally among income 264 

groups, which was further identified in the later analysis.  265 

Our study explored the association between the cognitive function and its determinants, and 266 
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showed that in terms of socioeconomic characteristics, people who were young or had spouse 267 

tended to perform cognitive function better, consistent with expectations. The results in our 268 

study also revealed that men had better cognitive function than women, which showed 269 

similarities with the studies in developing countries [28, 29] but differences from those in 270 

developed countries [30, 31]. One possible explanation is related to the patriarchal society 271 

where women have disadvantage in nutrition intake, human capital investment, and formation 272 

of social network, resulting in the lower cognitive performance in developing countries [14]. 273 

Our study suggested a positive role for education in cognitive performance. Better education 274 

has a beneficial effect on brain structure, and contributes to the constitution of cerebral 275 

reserve capacity [27]. By either enhancing cognitive reserves earlier in life or maintaining 276 

cognitive abilities through behavioral interactions over a lifetime, higher education may 277 

contribute to better cognitive performance [32].  278 

As for lifestyle, drinking was implicated as a risk factor for cognitive function in this study 279 

but smoking not. Previous studies showed that smoking might affect cognitive function via 280 

vascular pathways [33]. Nevertheless, this study didn’t quantify the duration and intensity of 281 

smoking, which might lead to the uncorrelation between smoking and cognitive function. 282 

Cognitive outcomes following activities were varied in prior studies because theoretical 283 

definitions and subsequent operationalizations of activity were highly variable [1, 34, 35]. 284 

Our findings suggested that domestic, physical, intellectual, relaxing and social activities had 285 

beneficial effect on cognitive function. Among those activities, relaxing activities bestowed 286 

relatively large advantages in better cognition function, whereas social activities had 287 

relatively limited impacts. Taking part in relaxing activities is an effective way to reduce 288 
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loneliness and the feeling of social isolation as well as to improve mood that are related to 289 

cognitive maintenance. Intellectual activities put forward higher requirements for the elderly 290 

in verbal ability, memory, understanding, complex thinking and these abilities are repeatedly 291 

strengthened in the process of intellectual activities. One possible mechanism by which 292 

physical activities contribute to improving cognitive function is that it can increase neural 293 

plasticity and resilience of the brain, which is strongly supported by existing evidence [36]. 294 

Participation in social activities contributes to maintaining and expanding the social network, 295 

thereby gaining greater access to information and experience of positive emotional. However, 296 

social activities may also bring potential risk for psychological stress, such as those caused by 297 

personal conflict. Accordingly, it may counteract the positive effect on cognitive function to a 298 

certain extent.  299 

As for health status, the elderly with vision or hearing impairment had poorer cognitive 300 

performance. In accordance with prior studies, the underlying mechanisms of the associations 301 

between visual, auditory and cognitive function remain unclear, but possibly through sensory 302 

deprivation that related to social isolation, or information degradation that related to 303 

limitation available resources to other cognitive processing due to the compensation of visual 304 

or auditory deficits [20, 37, 38]. Consistent with previous evidence, our study manifested that 305 

in the elderly, the poorer the daily living ability, the poorer the cognitive function [7, 17]. The 306 

elderly with ADL limitations may have an increased demand for assistance, while a gradual 307 

decline in physical function and social interaction, resulting in poorer cognitive performance. 308 

As previous studies suggested, ADL disability assessments that easily applied to clinical 309 

populations, may serve as useful predictors of cognitive impairment [39].  310 
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From a longitudinal perspective, our study provided a quite different picture about income-311 

related inequality in cognitive function compared to that obtained from a short-term measure. 312 

The cross-sectional concentration indices in this study showed that there was pro-rich 313 

inequality in cognitive function at the baseline, but no statistically significant inequality 314 

among different income groups in the fourth or fifth wave. Nevertheless, pro-rich inequality 315 

existed in the long run and particularly became more serious over time. The short-term 316 

measure could not capture individual dynamics in income and health. Specially, the 317 

association between changes in the income rank of individuals and systematic differences in 318 

cognitive function could not be inferred from cross-sectional information. On average, 319 

individuals with downwardly income mobile had poorer cognitive function than those who 320 

were upwardly mobile in this study. That explained why this pro-rich inequality exacerbated 321 

in the long term. This phenomenon is worthy of social attention. Compared to the rich, the 322 

poor are more likely to be exposed to risk factors for cognitive function. People with low 323 

income may be poor-educated and have relatively weak awareness of health, making few 324 

efforts to prevent and alleviate cognitive decline. In addition, there is evidence that the poor 325 

have some problems in accessing health service resources [40]. The poor with severe 326 

cognitive impairment need high treatment costs, and even family members to give up jobs to 327 

care, resulting in aggravating their poverty conversely and posing significant burdens for 328 

society. Therefore, the Chinese government should make more efforts to address the issue of 329 

health inequalities in cognitive function, especially among the poor and those with decreasing 330 

income. 331 

Further decomposition analysis showed how health-related income mobility can be broken 332 
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into the contributions of other determinants. Negative well-being and income had positive 333 

contributions on the cognitive function mobility. When a longitudinal perspective adopted, 334 

negative well-being was less concentrated among the poor and associated with worse health, 335 

making cognitive function more concentrated on the poor. Previous cross-sectional studies 336 

draw a similar conclusion that income was a relatively larger or even the largest contributor 337 

to health inequality [41-44]. However, our study found that, compared to short run, income 338 

had less impact on health inequality from a longitudinal perspective. Income had a beneficial 339 

effect on cognitive function and was less concentrated among the rich in the long run. As a 340 

result, higher income made cognitive function less concentrated among the rich. Whereas 341 

ADL score, activities, age, education, vision and hearing condition had negative contributions 342 

on the mobility. Daily living ability was the largest contributor to increase the inequality in 343 

cognitive function. There was pro-poor inequality in ADL score with cross-sectional data. In 344 

the long term, however, this inequality was underestimated and good daily living ability was 345 

actually concentrated among the rich. Besides, good daily living ability was beneficial to 346 

cognitive performance. Therefore, it made better cognitive function more concentrated 347 

among the rich in the long run. Physical, intellectual, relaxing and social activities were all 348 

concentrated on the rich and inequalities exacerbated in the long run, while domestic 349 

activities were concentrated on the poor and this inequality decreased in the long run. 350 

Nevertheless, these five categories of activities were all positively correlated with cognitive 351 

function, thus all increasing the pro-rich inequality of cognitive function. The elderly with 352 

normal hearing were more likely to perform better cognitive function and this characteristic 353 

had greater pro-rich inequality in the long run, contributing to making cognitive function 354 
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more concentrated among the rich.  355 

Our findings have potential public health significance and provide new evidence for reducing 356 

the income-related inequality in cognitive function. When formulating intervention measures, 357 

the Chinese government could give priority to vulnerable groups, especially the elderly who 358 

are poor or downwardly income mobile. Health education should be carried out to improve 359 

their health awareness in order to prevent cognitive decline. The government should 360 

reasonably allocate material and human resources so that primary public health services can 361 

be popularized in poorer areas. It is of great significance to advocate for greater participation 362 

in various activities for the poor to reduce healthy inequality, such as physical, intellectual, 363 

relaxing and social activities. The government and society could make efforts to increase the 364 

possibility of the elderly in backward areas to participate more in activities, through building 365 

fitness function facilities, organizing Tai Chi and square dance and so on. Greater access to 366 

hearing aid and hearing rehabilitative treatment for economically disadvantaged individuals 367 

may be useful to alleviate health inequality in cognitive function. 368 

Several potential limitations should be noted. Firstly, MMSE is not very sensitive to subtle 369 

cognitive change. It has been found to have a ceiling effect and a floor effect [45-47]. The 370 

latter effect might easily occur among individuals who with poor education or severe 371 

cognitive impairment, causing a restricted range of very low scores. However, due to its 372 

simplicity and objectivity, MMSE is still a widely-used measure of cognitive function. 373 

Secondly, there might be unobserved confounding factors that were not controlled in this 374 

study because the data were sourced from existing surveys. Thirdly, measures relied on self-375 

report, which raised concern for potential recall bias. Lastly, the data were collected at 376 
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multiple points that are pre-determined so that we could not observe whatever happened in 377 

between those observation points. Evidence suggests that determinants of cognitive function 378 

may differ from those of cognitive decline [48]. There is a strong possibility that contributors 379 

to income mobility vary in cognitive function and cognitive decline. The income-related 380 

distribution of cognitive decline and its mobility still remain to be studied.  381 

Conclusion 382 

With an aging population, cognitive function, a key factor affecting the life of the elderly, has 383 

arisen social attention. Our study showed that, on the whole, the cognitive function of 384 

Chinese elderly was not optimistic. Gender, activities, education, marriage status, income, 385 

community service, daily living ability, vision and hearing condition were positively related 386 

to cognitive function. On the contrary, the elderly who were older, had negative well-being 387 

and drank performed poor in cognitive function. With long-term perspective, our study 388 

provided a quite different picture about income-related inequality compared to short-term 389 

measures. The weighted cross-sectional concentration indices underestimated the pro-rich 390 

inequality and good cognitive function was more concentrated among the rich in the long run. 391 

Individuals with downwardly income mobile tended to have poorer cognitive function than 392 

those who were upwardly mobile. ADL was the largest negative contributor to the health-393 

related income mobility, making good cognitive function more concentrated on the rich in the 394 

long run. However, negative well-being and income reduced the pro-rich inequality in the 395 

long run, which were the two biggest positive contributors. Our study will shed light on the 396 

future policy-making to reduce the health inequality for Chinese government.  397 

 398 
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